
 

Year 5 spellings 

Autumn 1 

During spelling, children are taught rules and strategies to spell 

words.  

Below, you will find examples of spellings and rules to practise to 

support your child with their learning this half term. 

Please help your child to practise these spellings and they will 

complete a short spelling test at the end of the half term. The test 

may cover 'mystery' words that still follow the same rules. 
 
Spelling Rule 

Words with the ‘k’ or 

‘sh’ sounds spelt ‘ch’ 

 
Top Tips: 

These just need to 

be learned! 

Spelling Rule 

Words with the ‘s’ 

sound spelt ‘sc’ 
 

Top Tips: 

These just need 

to be learned! 

Spelling Rule 

Words 

containing the 

letter-string ough 
Top Tips: 

See below 

Spelling Rule 

Nouns end –ce 

and verbs -se 

 
Top Tips: 

See below 

parachute science enough advise 

machine scene fought advice 

machinery discipline bough devise 

chandelier fascinate rough device 

chic crescent plough practise 

chef scissors though practice 

chalet scientist thought  

crochet scented thorough  

brochure ascend brought  

chauffeur descend although  

 

 



 
    





 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Prefixes                                                                                                                                            

 
Spelling Rule 

The prefixes ‘super’, 

‘anti’ and ‘auto’ 
Top Tips: 

 ‘re’ means ‘again’ or 

‘back’ 

 ‘sub’ means ‘under’ 

 ‘inter’ means 

‘between’ or 

‘among’ 

Spelling Rule 

The prefixes dis-, mis- and 

un- 

 
Top Tips: 

These prefixes give the 

word a negative meaning 

Spelling Rule 

The prefixes ‘re’, ‘sub’ 

and ‘inter’ 
Top Tips: 

● ‘re’ means ‘again’ or 

‘back’ 

● ‘sub’ means ‘under’ 

● ‘inter’ means 

‘between’ or 

‘among’ 

automatic  disappoint submarine 

superman misspell refresh  

autograph disobey return 

antiseptic unlucky reappear 

anticlockwise mislead subheading 

antisocial misbehave interrelated 

superstar  distasteful  redo  

autobiography unnatural  interact 

supermarket unhappy international 

antibiotics disagree  submerge 

 



 

 

Suffixes  

Spelling Rule 
The suffix ‘ly’ 

 

Top Tips: 
See below  

Spelling Rule 
The suffix ‘ation’ 

Top Tips: 

 The suffix –ation is added 

to verbs to form nouns.  
  If the root word ends 

with ‘e’, remove it before 

adding ‘-ation’ 

Spelling Rule 
The suffix ‘ous’ 

 

Top Tips: 
See below 

completely  information spontaneous 

dramatically  adoration poisonous 

happily sensation dangerous 

dramatically  preparation humorous 

gently admiration glamorous 

simply communication courageous 

humbly dedication outrageous 

angrily variation serious 

definitely complication  obvious 

basically medication hideous 

 

 

 

 

 



 

    

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



  

 


